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Abstract: The impact of absorbing aerosols on climate is complex, with their potential positive
or negative forcing, depending on many factors, including their height distribution and reflective
properties of the underlying background. Measurement data is very limited, due to insufficient
remote sensing methods dedicated to the retrieval of their vertical distribution. Columnar values
of absorbing aerosol optical depth (AAOD) and single scattering albedo (SSA) are retrieved by
the Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET). However, the number of available results is low due
to sky condition and aerosol optical depth (AOD) limitation. Presented research describes results
of field campaigns in Strzyżów (South-East Poland, Eastern Europe) dedicated to the comparison
of the absorption coefficient and SSA measurements performed with on-ground in-situ devices
(aethalomter, nephelometer), small unmanned aerial system (UAS) carrying micro-aethalometer,
as well as with lidar/ceilometer. An important aspect is the comparison of measurement results
with those delivered by AERONET. Correlation of absorption to scattering coefficients measured on
ground (0.79) and correlation of extinction on ground to AOD measured by AERONET (0.77) was
visibly higher than correlation between AOD and AAOD retrieved by AERONET (0.56). Columnar
SSA was weakly correlated with ground SSA (higher values of columnar SSA), which were mainly
explained by hygroscopic effects, increasing scattering coefficient in ambient (wet conditions),
and partly high uncertainty of SSA retrieval. AAOD derived with the use of profiles from UAS
up to PBL height, was estimated to contribute in average to 37% of the total AAOD. A method of
AAOD estimation, in the whole troposphere, with use of measured vertical profiles of absorption
coefficient and extinction coefficient profiles from lidars was proposed. AAOD measured with this
method has poor correlation with AERONET data, however for some measurements, within PBL,
AAOD was higher than reported by AERONET, suggesting potential underestimation in photometric
measurement under particular conditions. Correlation of absorption coefficient in profile to on ground
measurements decrease with altitude. Measurements of SSA from drones agree well with ground
measurements and are lower than results from AERONET, which suggests a larger contribution of
absorbing aerosols. As an alternative for AAOD estimation in case of lack of AERONET AAOD
data simple models are proposed, which base on AOD scaling with SSA measured with different
methods. Proposed solution increase potential of absorption coefficient measurements in vertical
profiles and columns of the atmosphere. Presented solutions make measurements of absorption
coefficients in vertical profiles more affordable and allow rough estimation of columnar values for
the whole atmosphere.
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1. Introduction

The climate impact of absorbing aerosols, such as organic and black carbon (BC) particles
originating from fossil fuel combustion or biomass burning, mineral dust and volcanic ash, is still
poorly known [1]. It is due to several reasons, mainly too few observations of absorbing aerosol, large
uncertainties in direct measurements and too simplified description of physical processes involving
absorbing aerosols used for climate modelling [1,2]. Along with the greenhouse gases, the absorbing
aerosols are considered to be very important contributors to the global warming, as they are a crucial
component for the energy balance in the climate system [3–6]. In the case of absorbing aerosol not
only amount of absorbing particles but also vertical profiles are important for climate processes [5,7].
The simulations performed by climate models, which include only an idealised absorbing aerosol
scheme, show that the average surface temperature is a function of the altitude at which the layer of
the absorbing particles exists [6]. For example, increase of altitude of absorbing particles decreases the
surface temperature and reduces the rainfall [8]. Koch and Del Genio [2] report that the aerosol climate
impact depends on the aerosol location with respect to, and in relation to clouds. Taking into account
that optical properties of absorbing particles could vary along the vertical profile, it could significantly
influence the assessment of the direct aerosol effect [9–11].

For absorbing aerosols of desert dust, taking into account their actual vertical profile instead of
the climatic value of their optical properties, leads to change in the radiative forcing calculation of
about a 100% [9].

The amount of absorbing particles in the atmosphere can be defined by the absorbing aerosol
optical depth (AAOD) and by single-scattering albedo (the ratio of absorbed to attenuated incident
sunlight, SSA). Such parameters are key data products of the ground-based Aerosol Robotic Network
(AERONET) [12]. Retrieval of AAOD and SSA is limited to completely clear-sky conditions.
Dubovik [13] reports that all absorption-related products are strongly uncertain when AOD is low.
For the SSA retrieved from AERONET observations the uncertainty (95% confidence) is ±0.03 for
AOD (440 nm) above 0.4 and ±0.06 for lower AOD values [13]. AERONET recommendation for
using absorption data (Level 2.0) is defined by a AOD (440 nm) threshold of 0.4. Unfortunately, this
limitation greatly reduces spatial and temporal coverage of SSA and AAOD. Andrews [14] reports,
based on AeroCom Phase II models, that 95% of global AOD and 89% over land AOD (440 nm)
values are below 0.4. Consequently, AERONET Level 2.0 absorption-related data represents a small
number of observation and is biased towards moderate to high aerosol loadings. In some regions
(e.g., Arctic) AOD at 440 nm above the 0.4 is measured rarely, therefore AERONET information on
SSA and AAOD are usually not available there. In several studies the data from AERONET Level
1.5 are used. Andrews [14] and Schafer [15] utilized the Level 1.5 SSA and AAOD in the cases when
there was a corresponding valid Level 2.0 of AOD, however in such cases the absorption in the
atmospheric column could be significantly overestimated in comparison with the in-situ observation.
Andrews [14] suggested that observed discrepancy in SSA cannot definitively be attributed to either
technique, as in-situ measurements have also significant uncertainties. In-situ observations of aerosol
absorption are mostly based on filter systems, such as aethalometers, providing a relatively simple but
indirect method of measuring optical particle absorption. However, two well-know artefacts affect
these absorption measurements. The first effect, called a filter-loading effect, reduces the optical path
length due to shadowing. The second effect is related to multiple scattering between aerosol and filter
fibres [16]. For accurate estimation of aerosol coefficients a number of corrections must be applied
(e.g., [17–20]. Aerosol absorption coefficient can be also measured based on photoacoustic techniques.
In this case the scattering effects are negligible and the signal measured by a sensitive microphone is a
direct function of aerosol absorption [21]. Unfortunately this kind of measurements is not common yet.
In addition, photoacoustic method is not efficient for very clean condition, due to high noise of the
instrument [22].

The absorption coefficient and SSA measurements at the ground level are not sufficient to validate
the AERONET retrievals products, being defined in the atmospheric vertical column. Representation of
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surface aerosol absorption and surface SSA for whole column is not well known, in contrary to the case
of the surface aerosol scattering and surface AOD relationship, which is used to transform the satellite
AOD observation to particulate matter (PM) concentration at the ground level. This is justifying
the need of vertical profiles of aerosol absorption. In-situ measurements via airborne measurements
are expensive and therefore UAS and tethered balloons are used more frequently for this purpose.
Ferrero [23] and Markowicz [22] report absorption profiles measured by micro-aethalometer mounted
on tethered balloons up to 1–2 km above ground level (a.g.l.) in the Arctic. Profiles of absorption
coefficient as well as BC concentration measured from UAS were obtained in different regions by
numerous researchers [24–27]. Such measurements are usually limited to the lower troposphere, and
therefore an estimation of the AAOD in whole atmospheric column is uncertain when the significant
part of aerosol is present above the limit of the instrument ascent. Active remote sensing, such
as complex Raman lidars, are natural candidates for vertical profiles of absorption measurements.
However, known inversion methods that require lidar derived aerosol backscattering and extinction
coefficients, struggle to derive SSA profiles with low uncertainty demanded by models [28–32]. Lidars
do not provide directly profiles of aerosol absorbing coefficient for calculation of SSA. Therefore
uncertainty of lidar-derived SSA is high, as a result of uncertainties introduced by the inversion
procedure itself and uncertainties of optical input parameters i.e., backscattering and extinction
coefficients. Combination of lidar profiling and sunphotometer measurements were proposed an
improvement for the sole measurements with lidars [33]. Methods that combine lidar remote sensing
with in-situ sounding of atmosphere are one of solutions to this problem. Markowicz [22] developed a
method for the estimation of vertical profiles of SSA based on Raman lidar and micro-aethalometer
tethered balloon soundings in the Arctic. The main limitation of their method is related to significant
noise of the absorption coefficient measured in the clean conditions when the vertical speed of balloon
is above 1–2 m/s. Uncertainties estimated for SSA vary between ±0.01 and ±0.04.

In this paper, an easy to replicate, low-cost, and fast in terms of temporal-resolution (a few dozen
of minutes) method for retrieval of vertical variability of aerosol absorption coefficient, SSA and AAOD
is proposed, tested and elaborated. The method is based on a combination of in-situ profiles acquired
by an aethalometer and a radiosonde on a UAS [26] with a simple aerosol scattering lidar/ceilometer
or Raman lidar profiles, supported by columnar parameters sensed by photometer and surface in-situ
measurements by aethalometer and nephelometer. The main goal of this study is a comparison of
the absorption information measured at ground level with the absorption vertical profile, as well as
absorption defined in the whole atmospheric column for a background station in South-East Poland.
Focus of this work was set on determination how in-situ observations of absorption coefficient on
ground and in the low troposphere could be used for reasoning about the whole atmospheric column,
as well as comparison of estimation based on those measurements with AERONET Level 1.5 products
obtained during clean conditions.

The paper is structured as follows. Section 2 includes description of the instrumentation and
measurement setup. The next Section 3 is dedicated to methods of aerosol absorption coefficient and
SSA retrievals (extinction coefficient measurements from lidar), including discussion of aethalometer
calibration. Results are presented in Section 4, divided into subsections dedicated to columnar and
ground measurements, vertical profiling and simple modelling of AAOD based on other measurements.
Work is summarized in Section 5, where major finding are concluded.

2. Instrumentation

Several field experiments were conducted for verification of the proposed profiling method.
During those experiments different sets of sensors were used. The location of measurements was
Poland AOD observational site, SolarAOT, in Strzyżów (49.8786◦ N, 21.8613◦ E, south-eastern Poland,
464 m ASL, Figure 1, with the main campaign in summer 2015 (June–August).
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Figure 1. Location of the Poland-AOD (network) station in Strzyżów

The typical measurement configuration comprised of: (1) the UAS (Versadones VersaX6-sci)
equipped with the AethLabs AE-51 and the radiosonde Vaisala RS92-SGP, (2) on ground in-situ
instruments: the aethalometer McGee AE-31 and the nephelometer Ecotech Aurora 4000, (3) ground
based remote-sensors: the near-range receiver, near-range aerosol Raman lidar (NARLa), of the PollyXT
Raman lidar, the Raymetrics LB-10 lidar, the Ceilometer JenOptik CHM-15k, and the AERONET
Cimel-318 sunphotometer. For profiling purpose, over 100 UAS flights were conducted, from which 78
was with fully functional payload for black carbon concentration and absorption coefficient profiling.
Profiles were collected regardless of time of a day, when meteorological conditions were acceptable for
safe UAS operations. Data was mainly acquired during three weekly intensive operation periods in
June (11 profiles), July (26 profiles), and August (41 profiles) 2015. Mean height of measured profile was
960 m above ground level (median of 1005 m a.g.l.). In the following subsections, a short description
of the instruments is given.

2.1. In-Situ

2.1.1. Aethalometer AE-51

The micro-aethalometer AE-51 is a portable device of AethLabs to measure the equivalent black
carbon (eBC) concentration as well as absorbing coefficient. The infrared radiation (880 nm) is used to
measure transmission through a Teflon-coated fiber glass filter. A change in filter attenuation is then
translated to the eBC. Aethalometer with internal data logger and battery is enclosed in a housing
with dimensions of 117 mm × 66 mm × 38 mm and weights about 280 grams. The device can be
operated on batteries over 24 h. Filter supplied by the manufacturer is made of T60 Teflon-coated
borosilicate fibreglass filter material. Filters are exchanged manually (single-slot in the device housing),
depending on the amount of eBC concentration, to maintain dimensionless attenuation (ATN) below
20. In this study AE-51 was configured with one second resolution, which corresponds to 3–4 m
vertical resolution. The eBC measurement precision declared by the manufacturer is of ±0.1 µg/m3

for 60 second averaging. Ferrero [23] investigated the accuracy of the eBC measurement by AE-51
and found that 20 ng/m3 can be considered the limit above which the single measurement is not
affected by instrumental noise. The instrument was calibrated for the air flow of 0.2 L/min by the
TetraCal (BGI Instruments) volumetric air flow calibrator, before every flight session. The flight data
was synchronized with other equipment by setting the internal clock with network time protocol. Data
processing for these instruments is described in the Section 3.1.
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2.1.2. Aethalometer AE-31

Spectral absorption coefficient was derived from the aethalometer AE-31, designed for real-time
continuous measurements of eBC [34]. This aethalometer, similarly to AE-51, continuously draws
air samples through the inlet port, depositing the aerosols on a fibrous quartz filter media
(Pallflex, type Q250F), while performing continuous optical measurements of that filter media.
Filter change can be set automatically at an ATN value limit set by the operator. Two detectors
monitor the light transmission through the filter; one measures the light beam attenuation through the
sample and filter and the other measures the light passing through a clean, reference filter section. The
aethalometer measures the transmission through the filter over the wide spectrum of wavelengths
(in this study 370, 470, 520, 590, 660, 880, 950 nm), computes and reports the eBC [ng/m3] for given
apparent mass attenuation cross sections σATN as in formula Equation (1).

eBC =
dATN

dt
A

Q · σATN
, (1)

where A is a sample spot area and Q is the volumetric flow rate. During the experiment, the flow
speed was set 4 L/min, while averaging time of 5 min. The flow rate was calibrated by the TetraCal
(BGI Instruments) volumetric air flow calibrator. Inlet to AE-31 was mounted about 3 m a.g.l. It is
known that all filter-based instruments suffer from several artefacts [18,20,35]. Therefore, compensation
to the data was applied to determine the spectral absorption coefficients. This method is discussed in
detail in Section 3.1.

2.1.3. Nephelometer Aurora 4000

The surface aerosol scattering properties were measured by a three-wavelength Aurora 4000
polar nephelometer (Aurora 4000, Etotech). This nephelometer was based on an array of several
LEDs (light emitting diodes) opal glass light source [36]. The advantage of LED light sources is that
they generate a fraction of the heat generated by halogen flash lamps in traditional nephelometer.
The Aurora 4000 implements a hemispheric backscatter mode: a motor driver backscatter shutter,
which is attached to the light source block, moves periodically among four pre-programmed positions.
When the backscatter shutter is positioned at a specific angle, the nephelometer measures the light
scattering from that angle to 170◦. Each measurement cycle also includes a measurement without the
backscatter active or a 0◦-angle measurement. In this study the Aurora 4000 has been configured to
measure intensity of scattered radiation at four sectors (10–170◦, 40–170◦, 70–170◦, and 90–170◦) at
450, 525, and 635 nm. Data from the nephelometer was sampled with 10 s resolution and averaged
over 5 min. Instrument was calibrated with CO2, just before and after the field campaign. The zero
check calibration was performed automatically every 24 h. Processing of nephelometer data includes
following correction: zero calibration (Rayleigh scattering, performed automatically every 24 h),
non-Lambertian illumination, the angular truncation contributes [37]. For the last correction, we used
a similar method as proposed by Anderson [38]. However, we modified their technique by estimation
of the correction factor based on the Angstrom exponent, as well as the ratio of backscattering to
scattering coefficient. Anderson’s correction utilized linear equation which depends on the Angstrom
exponent and two empirical parameters, calculated for homogeneous spherical particles and bimodal,
lognormal size distributions. The inlet to the Aurora 4000 was mounted about 3 m a.g.l.

2.1.4. Photoacoustic Extinctiometer (PAX)

Photoacoustic extinctiometer (PAX), an instrument from the Droplet Measurement Technologies
Company, measures aerosol scattering and absorption coefficients [21]. PAX uses photoacoustic
methods to retrieve absorption by detection of pressure waves initiated by the heat release due to
the absorption of laser light [39]. The periodic (about 1500 Hz) heating produces pressure waves
that can be detected with a sensitive microphone. The system then determines the resonator quality
factor and resonance frequency, which are used to quantitatively determine aerosol light absorption.
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The construction of the scattering chamber is based on the nephelometer technique. The detection
limit for one-minute averaging for the absorption and scattering coefficient is less than 0.25 Mm−1

at 870 nm. The detector measures scattering light between 6◦ and 174◦. Based on photoacoustic and
nephelometer measurements, the single scattering albedo is computed. In addition, PAX also reports
eBC concentration which is obtained from aerosol absorption coefficient and assumed apparent mass
attenuation cross-section (7.75 m2/g at 532 nm and 4.74 m2/g at 870 nm). PAX at 870 nm is used to
estimate the multiple scattering effects for the AE-51 aethalometer (Section 3.1). The instruments were
calibrated in December 2015 by the manufacturer.

2.2. Remote Sensing

2.2.1. The Near-Range Aerosol Raman Lidar Receiver—NARLa

NARLa [40] was developed in 2015 in the frame of scientific collaboration of Institute of
Geophysics, Faculty of Physics, University of Warsaw with Leibniz Institute for Tropospheric Research.
The NARLa development was dedicated to enhance the range of observations within the lower
troposphere (full overlap at 120 m a.g.) in a configuration with the PollyXT lidar [41]. The NARLa
comprises of the Newtonian telescope of a diameter of 5 cm and focal length of 20 cm with a fiber core
of 0.4 mm resulting in FOV of 2 mrad. Two elastic signals were detected at 355 nm and 532 nm, and
the Nitrogen Raman channels collect the light at 387 and 607 nm. For all channels the Hamamatsu
P10721-110 photon multipliers in a photon-counting mode, with low overall dead-time of about 2 ns
are used. The vertical resolution of raw lidar signals is of 7.5 m. During the verification campaigns,
as a light source for NARLa, the Nd:YAG laser from Raymetrics LB-10 lidar was used, operated at the
second harmonic with a repetition rate of 20 Hz, energy of 20 mJ per pulse, laser beam diameter of
10 mm and divergence of 0.1 mrad. The laser head and the NARLa telescope axis were distant of 7 cm.
The NARLa signals were used for retrieval of the extinction coefficient at 532 nm with Raman method,
with no further constrains.

2.2.2. Aerosol Tropospheric Lidar

The single-wavelength (532 nm) elastic lidar LB-10 (Raymetrics, Athens, Greece) was used for
obtaining profiles of aerosol extinction coefficient with Klett-Fernald [42–44] (KF) method up to 15 km
and as a source of laser light for the NARLa. The signals were collected with a Cassegrainian reflecting
telescope of 20 cm diameter and detected by photomultiplier operated in two modes: analogue
(40 MHz, 12 bit resolution) and photon-counting (250 MHz) to improve dynamic range of signal.
The vertical resolution of raw lidar signals is of 7.5 m. The lidar overlap height was estimated to be
between 450 m and 600 m based on inspection of vertical variability of range corrected signals.

2.2.3. Ceilometer

The profiles of the atmospheric aerosol load were also detected by the single-wavelength CHM15k
ceilometer (JenOptik/Lufft, Fellbach, Germany) with custom modification for optimization of overlap.
Details on this particular custom version of the ceilometer can be found in work by Stachlewska and
her team [45]. The diode-pumped Nd-YAG laser emits pulses of pulse energy of 8 µJ at 1064 nm with
repetition rate of 5–7 KHz. The backward-scatter photons are collected by a 12.7 cm diameter lens and
detected on an avalanche photodiode. The spatial resolution of the signals is 15 m. The CHM-15k
signals were used as an input for the KF retrieval of the extinction coefficient at 1064 nm, constrained
by the AOD measured with sunphotometer.

2.2.4. Sunphotometer

The CIMEL sunphotometer (model CE 318-2 with polarization capability) is a multi-channel,
automatic scanning radiometer that measures the direct solar irradiance and sky radiance at the
Earth’s surface. Observations are taken at nine different wavelengths: 340, 380, 440, 500, 675, 870,
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936, 1020, and 1640 nm. The instrument comprises of single filter wheel, containing polarizers to
measure linear polarization, which are used to retrieve single-scattering optical properties. CIMEL
mounted at SolarAOT station is a part of AErosol RObotic NETwork (AERONET) [12] and Poland-AOD
network [46]. From direct solar radiation measurements, the spectral AOD as well as the total water
vapour content are calculated. In this study we used AERONET products of inversion algorithms,
which are described in detail in work by Dubovik and King [13]. Data analysis includes data from
level 1.5 and level 2.0. For both direct and indirect quantities, product Version 3 was used [47].

2.3. Vertical Profiler

UAS utilized during the Strzyżów Summer 2015 campaign was Versa X6-sci hexacopter (Figure 2)
made by Versadrones (Skibbereen, Ireland). The platform utilizes six 15.5′′ propellers, powered by
340 K/V brushless motors with total torque of 6.6 kg. The total mass of the system is 3.5 kg, with 490 g
of payload. The average flight-time of the drone is of around 12 min. During the experiment,
UAS flights were manually controlled by an operator with live data feed by 2.4 GHz data-link.
The used measurement scheme was the following: starting drone ascend from the home-point,
with defined ascend-rate until the moment when battery voltage reached the pre-set threshold. At this
point, the maximum altitude was reached and drone descend began, with defined descend-rate
until its auto-land or waiting for manual landing at the earlier pre-set altitude. Typical 4.5/1.5
[ m

s ] ascend/descend-rates were used, which resulted in the maximum altitudes of approximately
≈1000 m a.g.l. and flight time of≈12 min. The UAS carried AE-51 micro-aethalometer which delivered
absorption coefficient vertical profiles. Additionally, the drone was equipped with meteorological
radiosonde (Vaisala RS-92SGP) for simultaneous measurements of temperature and relative humidity
profiles. The scientific payload was mounted in the accessory bay, below the hull, with appropriate
holes for inlets and external sensors.

Figure 2. Versa X6 multicopter with scientific payload (AE-51 aethalometer and radiosonde RS92-SGP).

3. Methods

3.1. Absorption

Deriving the absorption coefficient from aethalometer attenuation (ATN) data requires different
corrections to compensate multiple scattering between aerosol and filter, as well as the filter
loading effect [16]. During relatively clean conditions (eBC < 2–3 µg/m3), data obtained from
micro-aethalometer device included non realistic negative values, when sampling was performed
with 1 sec resolution. The noise in such conditions is very high and can be reduced significantly by
increasing the flow speed. In this study we performed vertical profiles with flow speed as high as
possible (0.2 L/min). In addition, for AE-51 ATN may decline slightly between time steps due to
the instrumental noise. To remove this effect, averaging of the ATN signal is applied with running
mean filter with time window of 40 s, which corresponds to vertical averaging of about 100–120 m.
Markowicz [22] estimated that data averaging with 40 s filter includes noise about 90 ng/m3 (eBC),
which corresponds to fluctuation of absorbing coefficient of 0.2 Mm−1. In the case of negative
value occurrence, despite corrections mentioned before, optimized noise-reduction averaging (ONA)
algorithm described by [48] was additionally applied. In this method, the data set was divided
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to subsections not by constant time intervals (1 sec) but by constant ATN increase. The change of
the ATN is positive for each subsection, thus data does not include the negative values of eBC non
absorption coefficient. In the case of the AE-31 aethalometer ATN was not averaged and the sampling
period was 5 min. The aerosol absorption coefficients for both AE-31 and AE-51 were obtained from
Formula (2) where A is a sample spot area (5×10−5 m2 for AE-31 and 7.1×10−6 m2 for AE-51), Q is
the volumetric flow rate (4 L/min for AE-31 and 0.2 L/min for AE-51), C is the multiple scattering
optical enhancement factor and R(ATN) is aerosol loading factor.

σabs =
dATN

dt
A

Q · C · R(ATN)
. (2)

The R(ATN) term compensates for the non-linear loading effect due to an increase of aerosol
absorption over time, which in turn results in a reduction of the optical path. For the AE-51 the filter
was changed before ATN reaches 20. Schmid [18] reported the aerosol loading factor as necessary,
when ATN exceeds threshold of 20. In case of AE-31 the filter was changed automatically, when ATN
was about 38, therefore correction had to be applied. The effect of the filter loading means that
the attenuation of the signal is increased by light absorbing particles accumulating in the filter,
so that the optical path is reduced in a loaded filter. This effect is estimated from the modified [17]
filter-loading correction.

The equation was proposed by Coen et al. [20] in the form of Equation (3), where ωATN is a mean
single scattering albedo between the time of the filter change and the attenuation is ATN. Empirical
parameter m was assumed 0.86 as suggested by Coen [20]. The term m(1− ωATN) + 1 is known as
the shadowing factor. This parameter can be calculated by minimizing the difference between eBC
reported by AE-31 before and after the filter spot change. The mean ωATN is determined from the first
approximation of the aerosol scattering coefficient and aerosol absorption coefficient.

R( f , ATN) =

(
1

m(1−ωATN) + 1
− 1
)

ln(ATN)

50%
+ 1 (3)

Correction of absorption coefficient for the multiple scattering effects is complex due to its
dependency on both aerosol and filter optical properties. In this study we applied Coen’s method [20],
which used additional data from collocated nephelometer observation. The multiple scattering factor
was calculated from Equation (4), where the Cre f factor was determined by, at first, correcting for the
attenuation coefficient for the filter-loading correction, and then comparing it with the absorption
coefficient measured simultaneously with a reference instrument. This quantity for 880 nm was taken
equal 3.99 as in work by Segura et al. [35]. The empirical parameter α describes a scattering correction
and is defined by the Equation (5), where σsca is aerosol scattering coefficient in [m−1], c is 0.797 and d
is 0.564 both from work by Arnott et al. [49].

C = Cre f +
αωATN

1−ωATN
(4)

α = cσd−1
sca . (5)

Taking into account the multiple scattering effects in AE-51 was not straightforward because
enhancement of light attenuation depends on several aerosol and filter optical parameters. However,
in this case we applied simple correction, which is constant and independent from aerosol scattering
coefficient. The PAX and AE-51 collocated measurements between 29 June and 1 July of 2016 were
used for estimation of the correction factor.

Figure 3 shows the comparison of 60 min average of the aerosol absorption coefficient from
PAX (870 nm) and attenuation coefficient from AE-51 (880 nm) obtained during the mentioned
afore three days of inter comparison (Poland AOD, RS Lab Site in Warsaw). The agreement is
very high, with a Pearson correlation coefficient (r2) of 0.97. The linear fit defines the multiple
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scattering optical enhancement factor (slope) of 5.41 ± 0.12. The offset for the regression was very
small (about 0.06 Mm−1). After applying the new multiple scattering factor to Equation (2) the
RMSE is of only 0.12 Mm−1 which corresponds to 5% relative uncertainty. The estimated multiple
scattering optical enhancement factor is significantly higher when reported in the previous studies.
Ferrero [50] reports the factor value of 2.05 ± 0.03; Markowicz [22] the value of 2.75 ± 0.1, both for
Arctic (Svalbard region). Markowicz [22] used the same methodology as in the current study. A slightly
higher value (2.98 ± 0.05) has been reported in China [51], the factor being estimated based on the
MAAP (Multi-angle absorption photometer) and AE-31 aethalometer.

Figure 3. Comparison of AE-51 attenuation coefficient at 880 nm and aerosol absorption coefficient at
870 nm from photoacoustic extinctiometer (PAX) obtained between 29 June and 1 July of 2016. Black
dots represent one-hour average data while the solid line is a linear fit.

Aerosol absorption coefficients were computed only after correction of the AE-51 flow speed to
air density at standard conditions (1013.25 hPa pressure and 25 ◦C air temperature), due to the fact
that the flow meter is based on air mass measurements which are decreasing with altitude [26].

Comparison of the single (AE-51) and seven (AE-31) wavelength aethalometers has been
performed during the Strzyżów Summer 2015 field campaign. There was good agreement between
one-hour average attenuation coefficients (absorption coefficient without normalization, due to shading
R and multiples scattering C effect, see Equation (2) in AE-31 (at 880 nm) and in AE-51 (Figure 4a).
The mean bias was −0.7 Mm−1 and RMSE is 1.4 Mm−1, while mean attenuation coefficient for this
comparison is 10.1 Mm−1. The square of the Pearson linear correlation was 0.95. After correction,
the statistic between both set of data was quite good (Figure 4b). The root mean square error
(RMSE) was 0.3 Mm−1, bias −0.1 Mm−1, while square of the Pearson linear correlation is 0.95.
However, linear regression between AE-51 and AE-31 with slope slightly below 1, indicated that
micro-aethalometer (AE51) slightly underestimates the aerosol absorption coefficient (about 0.1 Mm−1)
relative to AE-31. This discrepancies can be explained by the methodology of the multiple scattering
optical enhancement factor determinations. In the case of the AE-51 this factor is constant while for
AE-31 we applied the Coen’s method [20] which utilizes additional information on aerosol scattering
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from the nephelometer observations. Therefore we expect difference in the C factor related to aerosol
single scattering properties.

Figure 4. Comparison of (a) the attenuation and (b) absorption coefficients obtained from AE-31 and
AE-51 during field campaign at SolarAOT in 2015. Solid line indicates linear fit and dotted line shows
perfect agreement.

3.2. SSA

The approach defined by the Formula (6) is based on vertical profile of extinction coefficient (σ)
derived from a lidar system and vertical profile of absorption coefficient (σabs) measured in-situ by
aethalometer mounted on a UAS

SSA(λ, z) = 1− σabs(λ, z)
σ(λ, z)

. (6)

During the experiment three different lidar systems were used, one Raman system (NARLa) and
two single channel systems (Raymetrics LB-10, Jenoptik CHM15k). The NARLa allowed retrieval
of extinction coefficient at 532 nm wavelength. Thermodynamic profiles from UAS were used as an
additional input (air density) for retrieval of extinction coefficient. Due to nature of Raman scattering,
which was relatively weak, Raman lidar systems were exposed to high noise, especially during daylight
conditions. In Figure 5, changes of signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) through a sample measurement day
are depicted; the noise at 607 nm channel decreases to acceptable values (SNR > 1) only after sunset
(≈1900 UTC).
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Figure 5. Changes in signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) for channels 532 nm and 607 nm of near-range aerosol
Raman lidar (NARLa) at 1 km height on 03/08/2015 at SolarAOT site.

To obtain profiles of extinction coefficient profiles during strong day light conditions and from
single channels systems Klett–Fernald (KF) retrieval was used. Extinction coefficient profiles were
constrained by AOD measured by sunphotometer. Due to differences in wavelength measured by
sunphotometer and lidar systems, conversion with Angstrom exponent (Equation (7)) delivered by
AERONET was made. To be able to compare results from Raman and KF retrievals the KF method
was used to approximate extinction also during night, with simplified scheme to approximate night
time AOD. Night time AOD was determined by linear interpolation between last measurement before
sunset and first measurement after sunrise. This method was limited for non clear-sky conditions,
lack of sunphotometer measurement at sunset/sunrise and when lidar range-corrected signal showed
visible advection of aerosol layers. To verify proposed approach, statistics of differences between
sunset/sunrise measurements were calculated. Analysis was made on available AERONET level
2.0 data for Strzyzów. Figure 6 presents distribution of AOD differences between sunset/sunrise
measurements. Mean value of AOD difference was −0.0041 (±0.0036), whereby 32% of all results were
in the range of 0 ± 0.02, which corresponds to estimated AOD absolute uncertainty for AERONET
field instruments [12]. All extinction profiles derived with AOD defined with this method fitted in
mentioned range.

Two different lidar systems were used to retrieve extinction coefficient at 532 nm wavelength
(NARLa and LB-10) and one at 1064 nm (CHM15k). Absorption coefficient profiles were measured by
micro-aethalometer on 880 nm. Therefore achieve consistent vertical profiles of SSA both input profiles
had to be provided at the same wavelength. A conversion can be applied either for the measured
extinction coefficient or absorption coefficient, with Angstrom exponent given as in (Equation (7)).

σ880 = σ532/1064 ∗
880

532/1064

−AE
(7)

Lidars extinction coefficient profiles were scaled with the Angstrom exponent (AE) derived from
the sunphotometer measurements delivered by AERONET. Due to limited availability of absorption
Angstrom exponent (AAE) product from AERONET, scaling was made with AAE retrieved from
simultaneous ground based measurements from multi-wavelength aethalometer with assuming a
constant value over the used wavelength range and the vertical profile.
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Figure 6. Difference between AOD measurement made by CIMEL-318 before sunset and after sunrise
on SolarAOT site (AERONET data 2013–2017).

Important consideration should be made on temporal and spatial averaging of the in-situ and lidar
profiles. The absorption profiles collected with UAS have vertical resolution determined initially by an
integration time of an aethalometer and a vertical speed of UAS. In most cases, the range of this initial
resolution varied around 1–4 m. Each profile was collected as a single ascent or descent, so that only
spatial averaging/smoothing (no temporal averaging) was applied to decrease measurement noise.

Complex temporal and spatial averaging can be applied for lidar extinction profiles. The lidar
ceilometers used in this study delivered initial profiles with vertical resolutions of 7.5 m (NARLa, LB-10)
and 15 m (CHM-15k). To obtain high quality profiles for Raman lidar, the vertical resolution
was usually decreased and/or smoothed due to significantly lower SNR of the Raman channel.
For quasi-continuous lidar profiling averaging over time is also applied [52]. As a collection of
the absorption coefficient profile with a drone takes of about 10–15 min, the optimal temporal
averaging for the co-located lidar profile should be within the same time. However, for the Raman
extinction coefficient profiling with NARLa longer averaging times (between ≈20 to 60 min) are
usually applied [53,54]. In the present study, lidar profile averaging time was minimized to the drone
flight duration (≈12 min) and profile range was limited the maximum flight ascent (≈1500 m). Finally,
the vertical averaging must be brought to the same value for both coefficient profiles, thus the temporal
averaging of the extinction coefficient is considered for each drone ascent/descent individually. In the
case of measurements during dynamic atmospheric conditions, when several absorption coefficient
profiles are collected within the period of an hour, it was possible to perform time averaging for
absorption coefficient profile, whereby information on event dynamics can be maintained by lidar
time averaging reflecting time scale of observed phenomenon.

For purpose of AAOD estimations based on SSA, among other methods, slightly modified value
marked LSSA (SSA in a layer) is introduced. The mean value of extinction coefficient within the 50 m
thick layer at the top of UAS flight profile instead of extinction coefficient profile is used for calculation
of LSSA as an input to Equation (6). For the absorption coefficient profile, we used the mean value of
the absorption coefficient within the 50 m thick layer at the top of UAS flight profile.

3.3. Boundary Layer Height Estimation

Planetary boundary layer (PBL) height and aerosol boundary layer (ABL) height were estimated
for the purpose of the UAS flights range verification and interpretation of acquired absorption
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coefficient profiles. They were also used for estimation of AAOD based on simple models presented
in Section 4.4.

PBL height was derived using the wavelet covariance transform (WCT) method. The Haar
wavelet was chosen, as it is less affected by the signal noise than the gradient method or the standard
deviation method [55,56]. The WCT algorithm is based on analysis of the vertical signal gradient
and the fast temporal changes in the signal time series, as a function of height. It is applied on the
elastically backscattered range-corrected 1064 nm ceilometer signals. The PBL height is derived for
time-slot of 10 min before to 20 min after the moment of the drone-profile. For this time window of
30 min, the height window of 60 m is used. The main challenge was to select an appropriate value
of the dilation ‘a’, which in this study is defined as 4 times the initial range resolution ∆z. A smaller
dilation results in numerous local minima and makes difficult an unambiguous detection of PBL height.
The lower and upper limit for the derived PBL height had to be specified. The lowest height level
(with respect to the blind-region of the incomplete overlap) was set to 195 m (13 range-bins). The upper
limit of the ABL retrieval was set to 3 km, similar to presented in works of Seibert or Stachlewska [45,57].
ABL top, found with the same technique, was determined as a next layer above PBL.

3.4. AAOD Estimation Based on In-Situ and Lidar Measurements

Availability of AAOD measurements in AERONET data base was very limited on level 2.0,
which significantly reduced usability of this data for scientific research. Therefore, different estimation
approaches of AAOD based on in-situ measurements (aethalometer, nephelometer) and AOD retrieval
(AERONET/Lidar) were tested. In-situ measurements of absorption coefficient profiles using UAS
allow for AAOD calculation in the lower atmosphere (<1 km a.g.l.). Thanks to the extinction coefficient
profiles from lidar, it was possible to extend profiles of absorption in the range of lidar profiles.
Under the assumption of constant SSA with altitude, extinction coefficient profiles from lidar could be
scaled by mean SSA (measured from UAS) to obtain profiles of absorption coefficient.

Figure 7 shows fraction of AAOD in several layers for all 48 flights conducted under clear sky
conditions. First layer, defined from the ground level to the dron maximum flight altitude contain on
average 37% of total AAOD. Second layer, defined from maximum flight altitude up to 3 km accounts
28% of AAOD. The layer between 3 to 5 km contains fraction of 12%. The remaining layer, from 5 to
15 km, holds 23% of AAOD. The highest variability is visible in the two lower layers and represents
dynamics of aerosols load within the first 3 km of troposphere. Where the aerosol layers were at a low
altitude, the first 1 km could contribute to about 60% of AAOD, while in the case of elevated layers
this fraction decreases to about 10%. Relatively constant fraction of AAOD is obtained above 5 km,
indicating that most of variability occurs in layers below this height. Because of AAOD scaling with
extinction the coefficient and constant SSA, the absorption is derived up to the top of troposphere,
regardless of real contribution of absorbing aerosols, which is expected negligible at high troposphere.

Another approach for AAOD estimation is based on measurements of AOD from photometer and
scaling it with SSA assumed constant for the whole column of atmosphere. One set of models utilizes
Equation (8) where AOD at defined wavelength is obtained from AERONET and then scaled by SSA
estimated using different methods. The second set of models is based on the in-situ measurements
of absorption coefficient (at ground/in profile) and integrating it in a layer of assumed thickness
(Equation (9)). For reference, in the latter kind of modelling, the results of AAOD measured by UAS
extended with lidar extinction coefficient profile are used.

AAOD = AOD · SSA (8)

AAOD =
∫ layer−top

layer−bottom
σabs(z) · dz (9)

Ambient SSA was obtained by scaling the dry SSA with the growth factor (GF) of scattering
coefficient determined as in Zeiger et al 2013. The absorption coefficient was assumed invariable with
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relative humidity. The scaling factor is defined as in Equation (10), where ambient condition relative
humidity profile measured by the drone was normalized to humidity measurements in dry conditions.
Ambient relative humidity (RH) was averaged for whole flight or only for a layer, where SSAwet is
calculated (according to Equation (11)).

f =

1− RHpro f
100

1− RHdry
100

−GF

(10)

SSAwet =

(
1 +

1− SSA
SSA · f

)−1
(11)

Figure 7. Fraction of absorbing aerosol optical depth (AAOD) in layers. Estimation based on unmanned
aerial system (UAS) measurements scaled with lidar derived extinction and measured SSA. Profiles
acquired during June–August 2015 at SolarAOT site. MFA—maximum flight altitude of UAS.

4. Results

4.1. Comparison of In-Situ Surface and AERONET Photometric Columnar Absorption Quantities

In this section we compare results of surface in-situ and photometric observations at SolarAOT
station during the Strzyżów Summer 2015 campaign. We discuss both level 1.5 and 2.0 absorption
AERONET data, as the number of AAOD and SSA Level 2.0 available data is small. In previous
studies [14,15] Level 1.5 data were also used when the direct product of level 2.0 AOD is not available.
Figure 8a,b show comparison of AOD and AAOD for AERONET Level 1.5 and 2.0 respectively.
Both columnar properties are moderately correlated (r = 0.47, 95% confidence interval is 0.38–0.55),
however, such extensive parameters depend on total particle number concentration in atmospheric
columns. Therefore, significantly higher correlation coefficient can be expected for these quantities
[58,59]. Quite low Pearson correlation coefficient value can be explained by high uncertainty of AAOD
for clean conditions (low AOD). We found slightly higher correlation coefficient 0.56 for the Level 2.0,
however, due to smaller number of data points, in comparison to level 1.5, the 95% confidence intervals
are broader (0.26–0.76). On the other hand scattering and absorption coefficient (Figure 8c) measured by
nephelometer and AE-31 aethalometer at the surface show high correlation coefficient 0.79 (0.75–0.83).
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This relationship indicates that the ratio of absorption to scattering or extinction coefficient has rather
small variance. The SSA measured at Earth’s surface during the campaign changes between 0.88 and
0.96 at 525 nm, which corresponds to 5 and 95 percentiles. Estimations of aerosol absorption coefficient
from aethalometer observations were corrected for multiple scattering effect with data from nearby
nephelometer, which could lead to the overestimation of correlation between measurements from both
devices.For validation of this possibility we used data from PAX at 532 nm where the absorption and
scattering coefficient are measured based on independent methodology. The correlation coefficient for
one month measurements (September of 2016) is 0.83 and 95% confidence Level is narrow (0.8–0.85).
Relationship between AOD and surface extinction coefficient (Figure 8d) is quite strong (r = 0.77),
which indicate either well-mixed air mass conditions and rather small aerosol contribution to AOD
above the APBL. Previous study of the relation between AOD and surface scattering coefficient at
SolarAOT site indicated that correlation between both parameters depends on weather conditions
(mostly temperature gradient) and time range of data averaging [60]. For monthly mean, AOD and
scattering coefficient was found negatively correlated due to scattering peak observed during winter
season (smog), while AOD peak falls in spring and summer. It can be explained by increase of PBL
thickness (factor of 2) between winter and summer season (see [60,61]. In the case of the AAOD and
surface absorption coefficient, the correlation coefficient is 0.44 (0.35–0.53) and 0.59 (0.30–0.78) for
Level 1.5 and 2.0 respectively. Despite higher correlation coefficient for Level 2.0, surface absorption
coefficient data are strongly scattered, likely due to high uncertainties of AAOD. Uncertainty in AAOD
retrieval on Level 2.0 is about 30% (for the AOD of 0.4 and SSA of 0.9) due to the SSA uncertainty is
which is 0.03 [13].

AERONET level 2.0 database comprises of 33 measurements, while Level 1.5 contains 317
observations for June–August 2015. Reduction of data availability of Level 2.0 is mostly due to
AOD threshold (data for AOD at 440 nm < 0.4 are removed). The long-term (2013–2017) mean AOD
at 440 nm, for SolarAOT station is of about 0.2 and only 7% of measurements recorded AOD higher
than 0.4. This restriction greatly reduces the temporal coverage of absorption-related data that can be
obtained from AERONET. Moreover, the long-term statistics of AAOD derived from the AERONET
Level 2.0 data is biased [14]. Long term data from SolarAOT station confirmed those findings. Mean
AAOD@441 nm (abbreviation of AAOD measured at 441 nm) from level 2.0 is 0.0182, while for the level
1.5 in the same period reported 0.0089. At the same time SSA for level 1.5 was 0.946, slightly lower in
comparison to 0.966 on level 2.0. Therefore additional surface observation of SSA are needed to enable
the retrieve of AAOD under clean conditions using relation AAOD = (1-SSA)·AOD. Figure 9 shows
comparison of SSA from AERONET Level 2.0 and surface SSA at 525 nm. In general, the columnar SSA
is on average larger by about 0.02. It can be explained by hygroscopic effect; SSA at the surface was
measured under dry conditions (RH is usually below 30% inside of the Aurora 4000 nephelometer),
while AERONET SSA is observed for ambient air conditions. Increase of the scattering coefficient for
ambient condition led to an increase of the SSA. The RMSE between surface and columnar SSA is 0.03
while Pearson correlation coefficient is only 0.31 (0.05–0.53). If we take into account the uncertainties
and small range of the SSA variability the strongly scattered data can be explained by measurement
and retrieval uncertainties. For the surface measurements the SSA uncertainty is about 0.02 while
for AERONET Level 2.0 is slightly higher (0.03). However, for the Level 1.5 and AOD at 440 nm of
less than 0.2, the SSA uncertainty is more than double [13]. Figure 10 shows the difference between
columnar and surface SSA for Level 1.5 and 2.0 AERONET database as a function of the AOD at
440 nm. For the Level 1.5 data the SSA difference increases with AOD up to 0.35. For larger AOD
there was no systematic trend, but data was fluctuating, mostly due to a low number of cases. The
error bars show the quantities related to 1/

√
N, where N is the number of cases. In the case of the

Level 2.0 data, the differences are slightly lower but also the range of the AOD variability is small.
To improve the data quality we estimated the surface SSA for ambient conditions. For this purpose we
assumed the mean hygroscopic growth factor, based on the Zieger et al., (2013) evaluated for TROPOS
Research station in Melpitz (Germany). Enhancement of the scattering coefficient between RH = 85%
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and dry conditions was assumed as 2.77 ± 0.37. To apply the hygroscopic correction it was assumed
that aerosol is localized in the mixing layer while the top of this layer was estimated from ceilometer
observation as in Section 3.3. Profile of RH in aerosol mixing layer was estimated based on constant
value of specific humidity. This assumption allows estimating the mean SSA for ambient conditions.
Red circles and black dotes in Figure 10 show the SSA difference for column and surface observations
for AERONET Level 1.5 and 2.0, respectively. In this case, the SSA discrepancy for high aerosol load
(AOD > 0.4) is much lower (below 0.01). For the low AOD, the columnar SSA was less than SSA at the
surface of about 0.01–0.02. Table 1 shows that mean AOD (AERONET direct Level 2.0 product) during
the campaign was almost two times smaller than AOD during measurements when the inversion
level 2.0 was available. Therefore AAOD from Level 2.0 was significantly higher than values from
Level 1.5. Mean SSA from Level 2.0 was of about 0.01 and 0.02 higher than from Level 1.5 for 440
and 870 nm, respectively. Spectral variability was slightly smaller (SSA decrease with wavelength)
at level 2.0 than level 1.5. Data from surface observation shows relatively small dependence with
wavelength, but more consistences with Level 2.0 than 1.5 data.

Figure 8. Comparison of (a) Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) Level 1.5 (317 cases) and (b) 2.0
(33 cases) AAOD and AOD, (c) surface absorption (aethalometer) and scattering (nephelometer)
coefficient, (d) surface extinction (aethalometer + nephelometer) and columnar AOD, (e) AERONET
level 1.5 and (f) 2.0 AAOD with surface absorption (aethalometer) coefficient measured between June
and August 2015 at SolarAOT site.
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Figure 9. Comparison of columnar (Level 2.0 AERONET) and surface single scattering albedo (SSA)
(aethalometer + nephelometer) at 525 nm. Grey error bars show uncertainties. Dashed line (x = y) only
for a reference.

Figure 10. Difference between columnar and surface SSA (aethalometer + nephelometer) at 525 nm as a
function of AOD at 440 nm for Level 1.5 AERONET data at dry (blues squares) and ambient conditions
(red circles) as well as for Level 2.0 AERONET data and at dry (green solid squares) and ambient
conditions (black dotted). The error bars marks the uncertainties related to number of measurements
(0.01/

√
N).
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Table 1. Mean aerosol optical properties between June and August 2015 at SolarAOT station for
in-situ (aethalometer + nephelometer) and Aerosol Robotic Network (AERONET) level 1.5 and 2.0
and four wavelengths (440, 525, 675, and 870 nm). AODdirect and AODret corresponds to direct and
inversion product, absorbing aerosol optical depth (AAOD) and single scattering albedo (SSA) are
AERONET retrievals while SSAsur f (RHdry), SSAsur f (RHambient), SSAsur f (<RH>) are surface SSA for
dry, ambient and mean RH in the aerosol mixing layer, respectively.

AERONET Level 1.5 AERONET Level 2.0

[nm] 440 525 675 870 440 525 675 870
AODdirect - - - - 0.280 0.216 0.134 0.086
AODret 0.288 0.213 0.139 0.09 0.571 0.421 0.273 0.168
AAOD 0.011 0.01 0.008 0.007 0.018 0.015 0.012 0.01
SSA 0.955 0.947 0.934 0.914 0.967 0.962 0.954 0.939
SSAsur f [RHdry] 0.938 0.939 0.932 0.928 0.942 0.942 0.934 0.929
SSAsur f [RHambient] 0.947 0.948 0.942 0.938 0.953 0.953 0.946 0.942
SSAsur f [<RH>] 0.965 0.966 0.962 0.959 0.970 0.971 0.966 0.964

Figure 11 shows the scatter plot for AAOD obtained from AERONET (Level 1.5) versus AAOD
measured by the AE-51 mounted on UAS. For this purpose we used only the AERONET level 1.5
inversion data, when the AOD at the Level 2.0 is available. Unfortunately, there was no AAOD
products for the Level 2.0 during UAS profiling (±3 h). The AAOD integrated from soundings are
significantly lower than those retrieved from CIMEL, due to the fact that soundings are available up
to 1 km a.g.l. Estimation based on lidar observations indicates that contribution of AOD in the layer
between surface and maximum altitude of the UAS ascent to the total AOD is of about 37%. Therefore,
AAOD is highly underestimated, if the aerosol load above the UAS soundings is not accounted for.
Therefore the UAS soundings were extrapolated by the lidar observations (Figure 12). Although
bias between CIMEL derived versus UAS and lidar derived data is rather small (−0.0029 about 30%)
the RMSE is twice higher (about 0.006) and Pearson correlation coefficient is only 0.16 (−0.33–0.58).
We found a few points with very low AERONET AAOD while the AAOD’s from sounding are
significantly higher. In general, AAOD obtained from joint drone and lidar is poorly correlated with
data retrieved from CIMEL observation.

Figure 11. Comparison of the AAOD@870 nm obtained from level 1.5 AERONET data against
AAOD@880 nm measured by UAS profiling during June–August 2015 at SolatAOT site [18 cases]. Grey
error bars show uncertainties. Dashed line (x = y) only for a reference.
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Figure 12. Comparison of the AAOD@870 nm obtained from the Level 1.5 AERONET data against
AAOD@880 nm from UAS profiles extended with lidar observations during June–August 2015 at
SolatAOT site (18 cases). Grey error bars show uncertainties. Dashed line (x = y) only for a reference.

A comparison of surface ABS with AAOD calculated from UAS and lidar joint observations shows
reasonable agreement (Figure 13). In this case the number of joint data is higher (45), as the night-time
data are also used (when the CIMEL observations are not available). The Pearson correlation coefficient
for surface absorption coefficient and AAOD from UAS sounding alone was of 0.57 (0.29–0.76) and
0.44 (0.15–0.66), when the lidar data were used in conjunction, above the UAS soundings. The same
parameter for database including AERONET observation was 0.49 (−0.01–0.79) and 0.56 (0.13–0.81)
for UAS and UAS and lidar measurements, respectively. Thus, the columnar aerosol absorption was
significantly higher correlated with the surface in-situ observations than AAOD retrieved from CIMEL
observation. Slightly higher correlation between ABS and drone and lidar derived AAOD during day
time, than during night time was observed. For AAOD estimated only from the drone soundings the
Pearson correlation coefficient was of 0.70 (0.20–0.91) and 0.63 (0.31–0.82) for day time (06–18 UTC)
and night time (18–06 UTC) conditions, respectively. When AAOD was estimated from drone and
lidar day and night time observations the Pearson correlation with surface absorption coefficient was
of 0.66 (0.15–0.90) and 0.59 (0.27–0.79).

4.2. Comparison of Surface and Low-Level (Drone) In-Situ Measurements of Absorption Coefficient

Figure 14 depicts mean vertical profiles of absorption coefficient at 880 nm for June–August 2015
(SolarAOT site), obtained from UAS profiles from the ground level up to an altitude of approximately
1 km, and with values above that height being approximated based on extinction coefficient profiles
retrieved from lidar measurements. For each profile unification, the vertical resolution was set to 7.5 m
(i.e., default resolution of lidar). Lower range of each profile (range of in-situ profiling) presents finer
details and greater variability.
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Figure 13. Scatter plot for surface absorption (aethalometer) coefficient at 880 nm and AAOD@880nm
estimated from (a) UAS profiles and (b) UAS profiles extended by lidar measurements in June–August
2015 at SolarAOT site.

15
Figure 14. Averaged absorption coefficient profiles measured from UAS during summer campaign
at SolarAOT site in 2015. Vertical grey lines indicate 95% confidence intervals for mean. Dotted lines
represent PBL height with corresponding 95% confidence intervals. Ground values measured by
aethalometer AE-31 are marked by red dots on axis with red lines as confidence interval.

Absorption coefficient profiles at 880 nm reveal higher values closer to the surface, with a
characteristic drop at around 200–300 m a.g.l., and than an increase of absorption up to the top of the
UAS measured profile. The red dots visualize mean value measured at the ground, which corresponds
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very well to the lowermost range of the profiles. At the range above flight altitude, there is a visible
decease of absorption above 2 km, which likely corresponds to the aerosol layer height calculated
independently from the ceilometer signals, using the wavelet covariance retrieval algorithm.

Quantities measured in profiles respectively to the payload mounted on the UAS were compared
to the ground measurements in Table 2. Mean values of absorption coefficient obtained from profiles
were divided into three categories: (1) the mean value within the entire profile (from ground level to the
maximum flight altitude), (2) the mean value within the layer between the ground and the altitude of
500 m a.g.l., (3) mean value calculated within the range from 500 m a.g.l. to the maximum flight altitude.
Due to the difference in flight maximum altitudes, the thickness of the higher layer is not constant.
Additionally everywhere where it was possible for each data set, the Pearson correlation coefficients
between the ground measurements and the mean value obtained from the profiles were calculated.

Table 2. Absorption coefficient measured on ground (AE-31), in profiles (AE-51 on unmanned aerial
system (UAS)) and AOD during June–August 2015. For AOD and ground measurements monthly
anomaly is calculated. Mean values for profiles are presented with confidence intervals and in brackets
with Pearson correlation coefficient to ground measurements.

Absorption Coefficient on Ground + Anomaly (2013–2017)

Absorption [Mm−1] June–August June July August
ABS@520 nm 3.80 3.00 2.60 5.80
dABS@520 nm +0.70 +0.43 −0.04 +1.72
ABS@870 nm 2.01 1.41 1.41 3.04
dABS@870 nm +0.32 +0.11 −0.05 +0.89

AERONET AOD@500 nm + 2013–2017 + Anomaly

AOD June–August June July August
2013–2017 0.186 0.180 0.179 0.196
2015 0.233 0.202 0.189 0.282
dAOD +0.05 +0.02 +0.01 +0.09

Absorption Coefficient during Flights in 2015

Absorption [Mm−1] All Profiles June July August

on ground 2.74 ± 0.42 [1.00] 1.73± 0.33 [1.00] 1.25± 0.14 [1.00] 3.95 ± 0.58 [1.00]
profile mean 2.78 ± 0.33 [0.67 ± 0.13] 1.80 ± 0.58 [—] 1.51 ± 0.27 [ — ] 3.78 ± 0.34 [0.73 ± 0.11]
lower 500 m 2.62 ± 0.35 [0.77 ± 0.10] 1.62 ± 0.53 [—] 1.15 ± 0.24 [ — ] 3.74 ± 0.34 [0.79 ± 0.09]
upper 500 m 3.01 ± 0.35 [0.49 ± 0.18] 2.26 ± 0.79 [—] 1.86 ± 0.33 [ — ] 3.85 ± 0.44 [0.65 ± 0.13]

The absorption coefficient at the ground and the mean values of profiles in the whole dataset and
the subsets correspond relatively well, with overlapping mean confidence intervals. The period of the
Strzyżów 2015 field campaign in terms of aerosols concentrations, was relativly average in June and
July, and rather polluted in August. The monthly averages and the average for the whole summer
season of surface absorption at 880 nm and AOD@500 nm (together with anomalies) are presented in
Table 2, denote the mean August absorption coefficient (3.95 Mm−1) over two times higher than the
mean of June (1.73 Mm−1), and over three times higher than the mean of July (1.25 Mm−1). July was
characterized by the cleanest conditions (results at all levels below 2 µg). The mean value obtained
within the upper layer is higher than this of the lower layer for each subset, which suggests that the
emission sources are likely limited in the nearest surrounding of the station. During the analyzed
period, the mean height of the PBL estimated from the ceilometer signals was of about 940 m a.g.l.
Therefore, aerosols closer to the top of the layer contributed to the higher range of profiles. In July,
the difference between the layers reaches about 62%, while in August decreases to 3%. Different mixing
within the layers during day time and night time conditions caused differences found between layers.
During the day, when convection was active, the whole PBL was mixed to a greater extend than at
night, when stable conditions are common. In August, a fraction of day time flights of UAV was 41%,
while in June and July it was below 20%. In the whole dataset most flights were conducted between
20–24 UTC (+2 h local time for Strzyżów).
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When Pearson correlation coefficients between the two layers and the surface measurements were
examined, significantly higher correlation with lower layer and surface values is visible. Profiling is
done from the ground level, so it is expected naturally that lowermost measurements points will be
strongly correlated with the ground. In case of averaging in the whole layer of 500 m above ground
(lower layer), the correlation was lower than this calculated for near-surface (directly near to the
ground) value, however it was still high (r = 0.77 ± 0.1). In the case of well-mixed conditions of
August, the differences in correlation between layers are smaller. During the start and landing of the
UAS, the airflow from the propellers disturbs measurements by injecting soil into the air. For this
reason, measurement points at low ranges that can be interfered by take-off/landing are excluded from
the dataset. Changes of the correlation coefficient with altitude are depicted in Figure 15, where the
dots present the correlation between the ground measurement and the mean absorption coefficient
measured within a layer at defined altitude. The layers were averaged to thickness of 65 m and each
layer consisted data points from all measurements (Jun–Aug 2015) at corresponding altitudes during
the total number of 78 flights. Black crosses present change of the correlation coefficient between
the extinction derived from the lidar measurements and the absorption measured at the ground.
Due to incomplete overlap, the first lidar values are available from 500 m a.g.l. Measurements made
by micro-aethalometer and lidar represent ambient conditions, without corrections. In both cases,
the shape of changes in the correlation coefficient are similar, decreasing with altitude up to 1–1.5 km
a.g.l., which corresponds to the PBL top height. In PBL dynamics of temperature and humidity is the
highest, with likely temperature inversions.

Figure 15. Change of Pearson correlation coefficient with altitude for 1) absorption coefficient measured
on ground by AE-31 and absorption coefficient measured by AE-51 on the UAS, 2) extinction coefficient
retrieved from lidar measurements.

4.3. Comparison of SSA Retrieved with Different Methods

Temporal and spatial collocation of the extinction coefficient profiles derived from lidar and
absorption coefficient profiles derived from UAS allows for estimation of single scattering albedo
profiles [22]. The range of estimated SSA profile is limited from the top by maximum flight altitude
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and from the bottom by the incomplete overlap of the lidar. Data analyzed within this paper allowed
for estimation of SSA profiles within the range of approximately 500–1000 m a.g.l. The extinction
coefficient profile from lidar retrieval was essential to estimate the SSA profile. Limiting factors for the
extinction retrieval from lidars are clouds and for Raman channels strong background light at day time
conditions. 48 profiles of SSA retrieved from June–August 2015 are presented in Table 3. The mean and
extreme values of SSA obtained from: (1) in-situ ground measurement (by combining aethalometer
and nephelometer), (2) averaged profile of SSA obtained by combining data of micro-aethalometer on
the UAS and lidar, (3) SSA product of AERONET (only 8 results for the whole period), and (4) results
of algorithm based on extension of absorption profiles using lidar or ceilometer data.

Mean values of SSA for both methods involving aethalometers (at the ground and in profile)
were very similar, with difference below 1%. The averaged value from profiles was characterized by
twice greater standard deviation, which results in three times wider confidence interval. This was
expected, as variability of measurements in profiles is related with spatial averaging and much shorter
integration time (1 s in profile; 300 s at the ground). Both values were significantly lower (of more
than 0.05) than the result of AERONET. High values of SSA in the AERONET retrieval suggested
underestimation of the absorption coefficient of this product, which corresponds with the results of
comparison between AERONET AAOD and conducted AAOD measurements. Therefore, in-situ
measurements with higher availability provide better data for reasoning about absorbing properties of
aerosols above particular sites.

The SSA calculated using minimization method for both lidar and ceilometer were visibly lower
than those of the other measurements; moreover their standard deviation is the highest. Low values of
SSA suggest that extinction coefficients retrieved by lidars, used in methods proposed in this study,
was underestimated, which resulted in a respectively larger absorption component. In the case of
pristine air masses with low AOD values reported by photometer, the layers of aerosols on different
altitudes likely decreased the extinction at the ranges of the stitching, where algorithm was minimizing
SSA. The noise at higher altitudes, especially during day time, could result in underestimated extinction
at lower levels derived from ceilometer signals. The SSA calculated directly from UAS measurements
and lidar extinction gives results much closer to the in-situ (aethalometer + nephelometer) ground
values. Thus it is likely that different schemes for averaging of vertical profiles in stitching zone affect
the retrieval. For better verification of this approach higher number of measurements with significantly
high AOD (>0.4) is necessary (however not available on current stage).

Table 3. Single scattering albedo measured/retrieved by different methods. Mean value with
confidence intervals and standard deviations are presented. LSingle scattering albedo (SSA) values
are obtained with described in Section 3.2 method with extinction coefficient retrieved from different
remote sensing systems (lidar, ceilometer).

Source of SSA Measurement Mean SSA std

Aethelomter + nephelometer on ground 0.923 ± 0.006 0.020
UAS (AE-51) + Lidar 0.917 ± 0.016 0.056
LSSA Lidar 0.869 ± 0.025 0.085
LSSA Ceilometer 0.840 ± 0.034 0.115
AERONET 0.974 ± 0.002 0.003

4.4. AAOD Estimated from In-Situ and Lidar Measurements

Results of Pearson correlation coefficient between AERONET AAOD or AAOD retrieved
from UAS and lidar measurements together with root-mean-square-error and bias for different
approximation methods are presented in Table 4. Upper row presents data for cases, when UAS
flight was at the same moment as sunphotometer measurement (thus limited data set; only strongest
correlations are significant). The lower row was calculated for all available measurements, which was
important especially for ground measurements, all made in continuous mode. In case of whole data
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set, there were data points where there was a profile from a drone, but without AAOD retrieval from
AERONET or the opposite, where AAOD was measured by AERONET, but there are no data from
atmosphere sounding.

Table 4. Correlation coefficient between AERONET AAOD or AAOD approximated from UAS + lidar
measurements and different AAOD approximation methods. 95% confidence intervals for correlation
are presented in square brackets. Significant Pearson correlation coefficients are presented in bold. Root
mean squared error (RMSE) and bias for linear fit with relation to the mean value shown in brackets
(in blue when values are below 40% of the mean value).

Only Common Points of AERONET

AERONET UAS + LIDAR

r RMSE bias r RMSE bias

Surface SSA 0.42 [−0.06:0.74] 0.0041 (0.75) 0.0011 (0.21) 0.34 [−0.15:0.7] 0.0053 (0.64) 0.004 (0.49)
Surface SSAwet 0.42 [−0.06:0.74] 0.0043 (0.81) 0.002 (0.37) 0.19 [−0.3:0.61] 0.0061 (0.74) 0.0049 (0.59)
Drone SSA −0.05 [−0.51:0.43] 0.0072 (1.33) −0.0043 (−0.81) 0.77 [0.48:0.91] 0.0028 (0.34) −0.0014 (−0.17)
Drone SSAwet −0.05 [−0.51:0.43] 0.0058 (1.08) −0.0026 (−0.48) 0.67 [0.3:0.87] 0.0027 (0.32) 0.0003 (0.04)
LSSA Lidar 0.25 [−0.25:0.64] 0.0071 (1.32) −0.0038 (−0.70) 0.9 [0.74:0.96] 0.0029 (0.35) −0.0009 (0.04)
LSSA Ceilometer 0.006 [−0.42:51] 0.0106 (1.98) −0.0063 (−1.16) 0.79 [0.51:0.92] 0.0063 (0.77) −0.0034 (−0.41)
ABS to PBL 0.36 [−0.13:0.71] 0.0056 (1.04) 0.0038 (0.70) 0.22 [−0.28:0.62] 0.0075 (0.91) 0.0067 (0.81)
ABS to ABL −0.01 [−0.48:0.46] 0.0005 (0.99) 0.0028 (0.53) 0.28 [−0.22:0.66] 0.0067 (0.81) 0.00057 (0.69)
UAS + Ceilometer 0.36 [−0.13:0.71] 0.0040 (0.75) 0.0008 (0.14) 0.66 [0.27:0.86] 0.0046 (0.55) 0.0037 (0.44)

All Data Points

AERONET UAS + LIDAR

r RMSE BIAS r RMSE BIAS

Surface SSA 0.09 [−0.34:0.48] 0.0051 (0.96) 0.0004 (0.07) 0.55 [0.29:0.74] 0.0043 (0.58) 0.0025 (0.34)
Surface SSAwet 0.07 [−0.35:0.47] 0.0045 (0.96) 0.0012 (0.23) 0.49 [0.21:0.7] 0.005 (0.67) 0.0035 (0.47)
Drone SSA −0.15 [−0.53:0.28] 0.0071 (1.35) 0.0038 (−0.73) 0.86 [0.74:0.92] 0.0026 (0.34) −0.0012 (−0.16)
Drone SSAwet −0.16 [−0.54:0.27] 0.006 (1.31) −0.0023 (−0.44) 0.8 [0.65:0.89] 0.0025 (0.33) 0.0004 (0.06)
LSSA Lidar 0.17 [−0.26:0.54] 0.0069 (1.31) −0.0031 (−0.58) 0.94 [0.89:0.97] 0.0022 (0.29) −0.0007 (−0.09)
LSSA Ceilometer 0.04 [−0.38:0.45] 0.0098 (1.86) −0.005 (−0.95) 0.89 [0.8:0.94] 0.0054 (0.73) −0.0028 (−0.38)
ABS to PBL 0.32 [−0.11:0.65] 0.0056 (1.07) 0.0037 (0.70) 0.4 [0.1:0.63] 0.0037 (0.88) 0.0053 (0.72)
ABS to ABL 0.05 [−0.37:0.45] 0.0052 (0.99) 0.0027 (0.51) 0.38 [0.08:0.62] 0.0061 (0.82) 0.0031 (0.42)
UAS + Ceilometer 0.08 [−0.35:0.48] 0.0048 (0.91) 0.0003 (0.06) 0.76 [0.58:0.86] 0.0036 (0.49) 0.0024 (0.33)

In case of a limited data set with only common points with AERONET AAOD and drone flight
all correlations were insignificant, without difference between dry and wet SSA for AERONET data
and with lower r value in case of wet for UAS profiles. In extended dataset correlations for AERONET
AAOD are still insignificant with r values around 0, when for drone profiles significant correlation
appeared. Both results for dry and wet are very close to each other r = 0.55 and r = 0.49, with higher
coefficient for dry SSA. It shows that correction for ambient conditions/humidity in this scenario
did not improved correlation coefficient. Next set of results is labelled in Table 4 as Drone SSA and
Drone SSAwet. In this case in formula Equation (8) SSA is averaged from profile measured by drone
and lidar. The same as with ground based SSA estimations correlation with AERONET AAOD is
insignificant, with r ≈ −0.15 for both dry and wet SSA for all data sets. Situation is much different in
case of correlation with AAOD retrieved from a drone and lidar. Extinction from lidar constrained by
AOD and SSA in this case is dependent from absorption coefficient measured by drone and extinction
coefficient from lidar, which results in high correlations r = 0.67–0.86. Correlation for SSA without
RH scaling was higher, because AAODs from drone and lidar are originally calculated in ambient
conditions, so scaling results in correlation worsening. The last pair of models is based on multiplying
of AOD by SSA retrieved from the minimization for lidar and ceilometer. Correlation with AERONET
AAOD is insignificant again, with slightly higher r values for lidar. The most interesting results were
in correlations of different approximations of AAOD with AAOD retrieved from UAS and lidar. Very
high and significant correlation of r = 0.94 was calculated for SSA retrieved from minimization of
lidar’s data for all points. The result of r = 0.89 for ceilometer was also high. Correlations were higher
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than in earlier pair with SSA averaged from profiles and the highest from the all proposed AAOD
estimation methods. This result could suggest that minimization of SSA made on highest points of
profile is better than averaging of whole profile for AAOD estimation.

The next two models were based on integration of absorption coefficients measured on the ground
and the estimation of aerosol layer height based on lidar/ceilometer signal analysis. In Equation (9)
integration is made from the ground level up to PBL or top of aerosols layer (ABL) with absorption
coefficient assumed constant with altitude. The absorption coefficient was measured on ground by
AE-31 aethalometer. Based on long term statistics of aerosol layers height this method could be
applied even only with ground measurements available. Correlation with AERONET measurements
is insignificant, with r values much higher for integration in PBL (0.36 and 0.32 vs. −0.01 and
0.05). Significant correlations were observed for all data points correlated with AAOD retrieved
from a drone and lidar. R values for both heights of integration are almost similar (0.38/0.40) and
the lowest among correlations presented in this study, which suggests that absorption coefficient
measurements on ground together with information on PBL height are not enough to estimate AAOD
on satisfactory level.

The last row presents values of AAOD measured by drone and extended by extinction
measurements from ceilometer instead of lidar. Ceilometer operated on longer wavelength than
lidar (1064 nm instead of 532 nm) and has lower spatial resolution (15 m instead of 7.5 m). Correlation
with UAS + lidar measurements for all points is r = 0.76 (RMSE was ≈48% of mean AAOD, bias was
≈32% of mean AAOD), which are acceptable results, taking into account different parameters of the
system and weaker signals during strong daylight operations decreasing the ceilometer’s sensitivity.

Overview of RMSE and bias follows quite closely with conclusions from correlation coefficient
analysis. Relative values of RMSE and bias presented in the paragraph were obtained by dividing the
calculated errors by mean AAOD from the selected sources. The lowest errors for AERONET AAOD
in limited dataset are for SSA measured from ground data (≈75% with bias ≈21%) and from UAS
+ ceilometer data (≈75% with bias ≈14%). In the extended dataset those two models perform also
the best (ground SSA–RMSE ≈96% with bias ≈7%; drone + ceilometer ≈91% with bias ≈6%). Result
analysis of AAOD retrieved from UAS + lidar gave lower errors. The following statements are made
based on the extended dataset. Two models with the highest correlation coefficients—lidar LSSA and
ceilometer LSSA, are quite different in case of RMSE analysis. For lidar LSSA RMSE ≈29% with bias
≈−9%, which was the lowest error among whole set of models. Ceilometer LSSA had RMSE ≈73%
with bias ≈−38%, which clearly underlines the advantage of a solution with lidar retrieval. It was
worth mentioning good performance of the model using SSA averaged from drone flight for which
RMSE (both wet and dry) was ≈33.5% with bias ≈−15% for dry SSA and ≈6% for wet SSA.

General results from the presented comparison show problems with possible the analysis of
AAOD based on AERONET retrieval due to very limited dataset. All correlations with AERONET were
insignificant due to a very small sample. The experiment was held in the summer 2015, when daytime
was longest in the Northern Hemisphere and more days suitable for photometric measurements
compared to analogous periods in other years were noticed. Despite such conditions, AERONET
data availability for such a period was very limited. This confirms need for establishing substitutes
which could approximate AAOD based on other set of measurements. Drone + lidar is one of solution,
which could bring measurement of AAOD in the lowest layer of atmosphere and estimation of total
AAOD with extension of absorption coefficient profile. Figure 16 presents results obtained from
all models and AERONET for all data points used in the analysis. Among the presented models,
the best correlations with drone profiles were achieved with SSA retrieved from lidar and ceilometer
minimization algorithm (yellow triangles and red pentagrams). In the same cases, especially visible
around the 10–30th flight, results from those model were very close to AERONET results (black square).
During August measurements (50–70th flight) amount of aerosols in ground layer and reported in
AOD was higher than earlier, but AERONET AAOD was visibly very low. This had an effect on
previously mentioned correlations and possible underestimations of AAOD retrieval in AERONET,
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especially when presented value was below AAOD directly measured by aethalometer mounted on
a drone.

Figure 16. AAOD approximated by different methods.

5. Summary

Key findings of the presented research based on data obtained during summer campaign in 2015
and for trends/mean analysis from data range of 2013–2017 were the following:

• We found moderate correlation between AERONET AOD and AAOD (Pearson coefficient
≈0.47 ± 0.08 for lev. 1.5 and ≈0.56 ± 0.25 for lev. 2.0). AAOD correlated with ground in-situ
absorption coefficient measurements gave very similar results (Pearson coefficient ≈0.44 ± 0.09
for lev. 1.5 and≈0.59± 0.24 for lev. 2.0). However, significantly higher correlations were found for
AOD with ground-based in-situ extinction coefficient (r ≈0.77 ± 0.05) and also for ground-based
in-situ absorption and scattering (r ≈0.79 ± 0.04). AOD reported by AERONET is much better
correlated with ground measurements of scattering and absorption (extinction) than AAOD.
AAOD and AOD reported by AERONET over Strzyżów site were weakly correlated, despite high
correlation of in-situ ground measurements of extinction and absorption coefficients.

• AAOD reported by AERONET was higher than measured from UAS (in the lowermost
1–1.5 km layer of the troposphere), which was expected due to a comparison of the whole
atmosphere AAOD with one only in the lowest layer. There was no statistical correlation between
measurements, however due to limited availability of data from AERONET estimations are
insignificant. There were cases when AAOD measured in PBL was higher than reported by
AERONET, which suggest possible underestimation of absorption in photometric measurements,
under particular conditions. Based on lidar observations contribution of aerosols located in PBL
to total AAOD was estimated to ≈37%.

• AAOD measurements from drone correlating with ground-based measurements of absorption
showed highest correlations (r ≈ 0.70) during daytime (06–18 UTC). Night time correlation
was slightly lower (r ≈ 0.63). Results fit well into expectations, when during convective day
conditions, mixing in PBL is stronger and difference between ground and PBL smaller. During
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night, especially if temperature inversion occurs, layered and inhomogeneous conditions are
possible in PBL, which result in lower correlation with ground measurements.

• Correlation for the lower 500 m of profile (r ≈ 0.77 ± 0.10) with ground measurements was
according to expectations much higher than correlation for layer above 500 m above ground
(r ≈ 0.49 ± 0.18). Correlation of ground measurement with absorption in a layers decrease with
altitude, which was checked for 21 layers in the range of UAS flight.

• Comparison of SSA level 2.0 data from AERONET and surface in-situ SSA on 525 nm shows
weak correlation and higher values of columnar data by ≈0.02, which mainly could be explained
by hygroscopic effects. Ground measurements were done in dry conditions, while columnar
data represent ambient conditions. For such reason correction for ambient condition with mean
hygroscopic growth factor was applied. Correction reduced difference between both types of data.
Difference is the smallest for AOD@441nm higher than 0.35 (≈0.005). This result confirms validity
of using correction for ambient conditions.

• Ground-based in-situ SSA measurements (aethalometer + nephelometer) and vertical in-situ
SSA profiles (aethalometer on a drone + lidar) were juxtaposed with AERONET retrieval. Both
in-situ methods with aethalometer gave quite similar mean values (≈0.92 ± 0.01 on ground
and ≈0.92±0.02 in profile), with two times wider confidence interval for drone measurements.
For the same period AERONET reported SSA at level ≈0.97 ± <0.01, which confirmed smaller
contribution of absorption in AERONET retrieval in comparison to in-situ measurements.

• Very limited availability of AERONET AAOD measurements was the reason for verification
of simple methods for estimation of AAOD. Proposed methods base on AOD scaling
by SSA retrieved from different methods (ground measurements, drone profiles and
lidar/ceilometer data).

• Obtained values of AAOD were correlated with AAOD delivered by AERONET and from
combined drone and lidar measurement, but receiving statistically significant correlations for it
was difficult due to small sample of AERONET data. Significant correlations were achieved for all
estimations with AAOD measured from drone and lidar. The best correlation was achieved for
AAOD estimated as AOD scaled by LSSA from lidar (r ≈ 0.94 ± 0.04) with lowest RMSE (0.0022).
The weakest correlations were observed for methods with the integration of the absorption
coefficient measured on the ground up to PBL/ABL (almost the same for both) with r ≈ 0.39 ± 0.27
and RMSE ≈ 0.0063. All AERONET correlations were insignificant, but it could be mentioned
that the highest correlation coefficient was found for the integration of the absorption up to the
PBL top (r ≈ 0.32).

Presented research show considerations on absorption coefficient profiles, AAOD and SSA
retrievals with ground drones, lidars and ground measurements as solution for obtaining those
values in case of insufficient amount of data from AERONET. Results confirms usability of remotely
piloted aerial systems in aerosols research, especially in case of remote in-situ measurements of
absorbing aerosols. Thanks to low UAS operation costs they could be used for more systematic
observations of profiles, which could deliver valuable data for statistical analysis and verification of
inter/in seasonal variability. Technological progress will improve range of UAS operations together
with even better lidars systems for near field observations, which will make it possible to measure
SSA profiles longer with less noise. In case of synchronized semi-automated systems it would be
possible to make coordinated nearby flights, which will allow investigation of profiles spatial variability.
Miniaturization of measurement devices could lead to development of micro-nephelometer, which
will allow direct in-situ measurements of absorption and scattering coefficients vertical distribution
(and SSA) from drones.

Despite that the measurement campaign took place in a very good measurement period
(rainless, low fraction of cloud) AERONET AAOD data availability was very limited. For data
from 2013–2017, AAOD data from level 2.0 is available only in 3% of cases, when AAOD 1.5 level
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data is available. Only 56 measurements were available at 2.0 level at SolarAOT station for 5 years of
data collection. This AAOD level 2.0 data availability problem could be partially solved by data from
level 1.5, when corresponding AOD for level 2.0 is defined.

The main conclusions on using AERONET absorption data are following:

• For clean atmosphere there are high systematic uncertainties of AAOD and SSA on level 1.5
and there are no data for level 2.0. Therefore, for clean atmosphere (AOD below 0.2) there is
overestimation of absorption on level 1.5, which results in the underestimation of SSA (0.946 on
lev. 1.5 and 0.966 on lev. 2.0)

• In five years, analysis mean AAOD from level 2.0 is overestimated due to threshold, whose filter
cases with smaller amount of aerosols. For AAOD@441nm at SolarAOT station, values from
level 2.0 (0.0182) are twice as high than for level 1.5 (0.0089).

• Both levels are weakly correlated with in-situ measurements (ground and drone based).
Additionally, results delivered by AERONET show, under particular conditions, possible
underestimation of aerosols absorption. It was especially visible in cases where directly measured
AAOD in PBL was higher than AAOD reported by AERONET. The mentioned issue is a premise
for further investigation on the subject and further development of absorbing aerosols vertical
profiling research, together with their results verification with collocated AERONET data.
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